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Abstract
In the new connected and distributed electronic world, the object-orientation (00) paradigm has
been recognized as a strategy for software development, based on the idea of producing systems
starting from reusable components. Problems of the rea1 world are easier to be dea1t with when
00 developrnent approach is used than when the structured and traditiona1 one is applied. In the
software engineering cornmunity, the question of rnanaging changes has been a permanent
concern arnong the developers who look forward to flexible and reusable systems. In this paper ,
we present a description of a flexible framework, aimed to peer-to-peer applications, that can be
plugged-in a distance education platform. This framework is the hosting of a remote computer-
based learning system (called TOOHELP). TOOHELP aims the learning of object-oriented
techniques: it focuses on a faster development of complex software of high quality. Basically, the
TOOHELP utilizes a simplified 00 meta model and it follows a process pattem that unifies the

most known patterns of process in use today.
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1. Introduction
The object-orientation paradigm has been seen by the software engineering cornmunity as ..a
software development strategy based on the idea of building systems from reusable components
called objects.' (mM. 2002). (Rumbaugh. 2002) afflfms that ..the brave new electronic world is
now distributed, concurrent and connected". It is distributed, for the information is all over the
world. in many different places at the same time; it is concurrent because the activity is
decentra1ized and simultaneous. and the reason why it is connected is in the fact that a localized
action may result serious consequences elsewhere. Effectively. the advent of the world-wide
network of computers sped up the continuous process of changes in corporate software systems
and has dernanded significant efforts from the cornmunity of developers and from the support
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and operation staff. The object-oriented technology is changing the way things are being done
and the concerned scientific comrnunity acknowledges that the object-orientation paradigm is
essentia1 to the development of complex software, sca1able and fundamenta1 for distributed

computing (SDC, 2002).

A growing demand for specia1ized professiona1s in object-oriented technology has been noticed.
In this paper we present an overview of a Java-based framework (called DEDALUS) that when
joined with an application program (ca1led ACADIA) may be used as a collaborative and
distributed distance education platform (EAD). DEDALUS is airned to peer-to-peer applications
and a1so is used as the hosting of a remote computer-based learning system, as the TOOHELP .
TOOHELP adopts an application metaprocess, it utilizes a simp1ified 00 meta model and it
follows a software process pattem that unifies the most known patterns of process in use
nowadays. TOOHELP environment sets out to the learning of the paradigm's concepts and
object-oriented technologies applied in diverse steps and activities of a software's complete 1ife
cycle (EUP, 2002), whose implementation a1lows its use in a remote or presence learning. It
supports the object-oriented paradigm process of teaching and learning, making use of contextua1
diagnoses (Romanczuck-Requile, A. et al, 1998).

2. DEDALUS Framework and ACADIAApplication Program Overview
The DEDALUS (Faissa1 and Paiva, 2002) is a flexible framework implemented in Java language
and concerned with peer-to-peer applications. In its implementation, some metaphors have been
used and associated interfaces created, describing the behavior of each element that composes
the environment, as figure 2.1 illustrates.

The representative interfaces of these elements are as following: Actor -the users are the actors
of the applications; they are those who carry
out and undergo actions, they implement an
Actor interface; Mobile -the M obile
interface represents the objects which can go
from one place to another; in other way, as
its name says, they are mobile; Locus -
Actors and Mobiles should be in any place Mobile
characterized by the Locus interface, which
represents where the DEDALUS elements
can be found; Portal -so that an user/actor PIC. 2.1 -Interfaces and its Relationships
can go from one Locus to another, he needs
an structure which gives him access. It is like going from one room to another in a house, an
access door is needed. They are the doorways or the Portal interface; Token -a1l the elements
may take or experience actions which will represent states or indicators for other actions. Such
actions, being too complex, will be represented by objects with its genera1 characteristics typified

: by the Token interface. The DEDALUS framework deals not only with the comrnunication and
exchange of information issue, but a1so, and mainly, with the issue of a friendly interaction
environment and an easy access amongst users. It is a structure supporting applications on the
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web, which allows the building of interconnected sites, in which users from other sites can
access available resources in one site.

The system ACADIA (Correa and Martins, 2002) has as objective to work the graphic
communication in a simultaneous association with its content. ACADIA makes use of resources
from DEDALUS, implementing its interfaces and configuring a distance education platform,
which represents a teaching-Iearning environment: a virtual school projected to promote the
cooperation, the creativity and the effective and interactive participation of teachers and students.
The ACADIA allows the creation of mobile objects that represent diverse learning environments
of specific subjects. These environments, once incorporated in the distance-Iearning platform
(based on DEDALUS and ACADIA), begin to be distributed and offered remotely, besides
benefiting from peer-to-peer technology. The increase of interaction between the teacher and the
student, and among the students as well, opening space for the discussion, suggestions and
criticism is a1so intended: the use of multimedia (image, video, sound, text) stimulates the
participants' creativity and learning.

3. TOOHELP General Description
In the software engineering community, the issue of changes has been a constant concern among
software developers who look for flexible and reusable systems, in part or in whole. Object-
oriented systems have consolidated its role in the software industry market as a result of their
built-in concepts and principies, specially the characteristics of inheritance, encapsulation and
polymorphism, which allow the progressive development of systems. Crucial characteristics of
these systems concem also their capability in representing in a good way various real world
situations 1ike, for example, grouping appropriate objects in classes, defIning interfaces and
inheritances hierarchy, creating polymorph behaviors and setting up relationships between these
elements.

TOOHELP adopts an application metaprocess, a simp1ified 00 meta model derived from the
UML and a unified software process pattem: its 1
application metaprocess is based on learning
through development and approaches the 1
conversational development of extreme 2
programming (XP Extreme Programming) (XP, 1
2002) starting from a User Story. A User Story is an 3 1

informa1 description of a sma1l loca1ized problem, 4
specific of the real world, used to model and catch
accurately what the user needs and, subsequently,
implement the program's code passages. This
metaprocess illustrated on figure 3.1 defmes the FIG 31 A I' ,

Mhr h d h ~ b f h ..pp Icatlon etaprocess
t ee p ases an t e lour aslC actlvItles o t e
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TOOHELP processes of use. The simplified 00 meta model allows a visual modeling of the
software systems through the UML diagrams. The current prototype models and implements the
class elements and their relationships, which when combined result in a diagram of classes.

The development-process pattern of the TOOHELP makes use of a development approach that
puts together concepts: incremental on the high leveI of abstraction (macro ), iterative on the
operating leveI (micro) and a interactive on alllevels, based on the Corporate Unified Process
(EUP, 2002), as it is illustrated on figure 3.2. These elements, shown on figures 3.1,3.2 and 3.3,
when integrated into the graphic interface with the user, represent the backbone ofTOOHELP.

4. Final Considerations
Knowledge about 00 paradigm is, in fact, indispensable to solving emerging questions in
software development, focused on the improvement of software qua1ity. The DEDALUS
framework and the ACADIA system are configured together in order to generate a distance-
learning platform, important in the leverage of remote learning processes, based on a high degree
of cooperation and interaction between teachers and students. The use of well-designed distance-
learning platform is our main focus of interest. The TOOHELP is an environment for the
learning of 00 techniques, used in of presence or remote education. The TOOHELP is context
sensitive and it is easi1y adapted to requirements of educationa1 processes.
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FIG. 3.2 Simp]ified 00 metamode] FIG. 3.3 Software Process Pattern (apud EUP , 2002)

The integration of the DEDALUS framework and the ACADIA system is very important to the

estab1ishment of interface patterns, which may make possible the coup1ing of different

environments. TOOHELP development encloses the conception of modules, which simulate and

put into practice the software's life cycle. Developing teams are leant over these issues, carrying

out works and researches which are already on the way in the opensource mode in (SFNet,

2002). Our next step is to study deeply the meta models conceived in section 3 and implement

them in the TOOHELP environment.
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